Who We Are
We are the manufactures of one of the
top selling souvenir and gift items!
These are looseNeck turtles and other
cute animals with bobbing heads!
They are all hand painted and are made
from the pit of a fruit called the
limoncillo fruit. They are 100%
biodegradable, so they are safe for the
environment with no carbon footprint.
Bobbing head cute Animals and Turtles!

Highlights of Loose Necks- Excellent price margins and fast
selling

The sales also benefit the artisans
(farmers and families) who individually
hand craft and paint each turtle and
animal. No two are alike!

Contact Us
- Hand Painted, From the Pit of the
Limoncillo Fruit

Phone: 727-478-5111

- All-Natural and Eco-Friendly, NonLead Based Paint

Web: www.looseneckland.com

Email: sales@looseneckland.com

LOOSE NECK
LAND

- Variety of Unique Styles and Colors
- No Two Loose-Necks are the Same

LOOSE NECK LAND
13046 RACE TRACK
ROAD #128
TAMPA, FL 33626

Celebrating 20 years in
business!!

The Story of
the LooseNecks...
Inside of the fruit.

How it is made?
Local farmers and indigenous peoples of the
area gather the pits by baskets and lay them
out to dry, then sand them to smooth the
surfaces and flatten the bottoms of the round
pits. They use a pick and scoop to clean out
the inside of the hard core then they carve
the head out of real wood and individually
hand paint each one of the heads. The
painted heads are then attached through the
inside of the pit with a hook-needle and
thread. The thread goes through the top and
is pasted down to the outside of the pit. They
then attach the legs and tail. The entire body
is then coated and after they're completely
dry, the real artwork begins. Each Loose-Neck
is hand painted to perfection. They use only
non-lead-based paint, which we ship to the
select artisans to assure the highest quality.

Every year in late summer, mainly July
and August, in a very remote region in
the southernmost part of Mexico, the
limoncello fruit falls to the ground and
thus starts the making of the LooseNecks!

Limoncillo Fruits

TARGET MARKETS
"The turtle is a symbol of
longevity, endurance, persistence,
wisdom and the continuation of
life, sometimes against incredible
odds" - Author Unknown

After reviewing our website, we
are sure you will see why these
novelty souvenir items have
been extremely popular for
over 20 year nationally and
internationally.
Our market is vacation beach
towns, aquariums, zoos, gift
shops, surf shops, souvenir
shops, novelty shops, theme
parks and anywhere there
are people! There are
constant repeat orders!!

